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• Current publication lists important 
• Little time to keep up to date
• Untenured faculty = everything













































Vlahos, V., Morgan, D., & Booske, J.H. 
(2007). Ab-initio Study of the Effects of Thin 
CsI coatings on the Work Function of 
Graphite Cathodes, Applied Phys. Lett. 91, 
144102.
Engineering Physics: 
50 faculty = 3,044 unique citations
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2054 faculty =1,000,000+ citation name strings
30
citation
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50 faculty = 682 unique publication strings
Name ISSN
Fusion Engineering and Design 0920-3796
Fusion Eng. Des. (Netherlands) 0920-3796
Fusion Engineering and Design
Fusion Eng.Des. 0920-3796





50 faculty = 550 unique publisher strings
Name
American Institute of Physics
AMER INST PHYSICS
American Institute of Physics Inc
AIP
American Institute of Physics Inc., Woodbury, NY, USA 
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we know more 






 falsely suggests 
Dane D Morgan may 
have written this...
 it’s not perfect
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I promise.  Because...
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• Half day tutorial, please register











Illinois at Urbana Champaign
Sarah Shreeves
Tim Donohue
Matt Cordial
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